Modeling of experts' divergent prior beliefs for a sequential phase III clinical trial.
There have been few Bayesian analyses of phase III sequential clinical trials that model divergent expert opinions in a single distribution. We used modeling of experts' opinions to perform additional Bayesian analyses of a randomized clinical trial (designed as a sequential trial), particularly when a bimodal shape is observed. We provide an illustrative example based on a randomized trial conducted in patients aged between 65 and 75 years with multiple myeloma as the case study. The main endpoint of the trial was overall survival (OS). Prior distribution of the log hazard ratio of death in the experimental versus the control arm ( $$\theta $$ ) was constructed based on elicitation of experts using a mixture of normal distributions estimated by the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm. At each interim and terminal analysis, the posterior probability of $$\theta $$ and the resulting increases in median OS in the experimental arm compared to the control were computed. The results were compared to results obtained using either skeptical, enthusiastic, or a mixture of those priors. Finally, we discuss our results in light of the frequentist approach originally designed for the trial. A total of 39 experts reported their opinion on the median OS in the experimental arm compared to the median control survival of 30 months. The resulting pooled distribution of the log hazard ratios exhibited a bimodal profile. When the prior mixture of the normal distribution was fitted to the data sets from the experts, 44% of the experts' opinions were optimistic and 56% were doubtful. At the final analysis, the percentage of doubting experts dropped to 18%. This corresponded to a posterior probability of an improved OS in the experimental arm compared to the control arm of at least 0.98, regardless of the prior. These findings are in agreement with the original conclusion of the trial regarding the beneficial effect of the experimental treatment in this population. Only 39 experts among the 120 questioned physicians responded to the inquiry. Our approach was hybrid because the prior mixture was estimated using the EM algorithm, and a full Bayesian approach may have been used. Bayesian inference allows the quantification of increased survival in terms of probability distributions and provides investigators with an additional tool in the analysis of a randomized phase III clinical trial. Using a mixture of densities appears to be a promising strategy for incorporating the bimodal profile of prior opinion, with actualization of the two components along the trial as an illustration of the evolution of opinions as data are accumulated.